We consider here a dilute hot plasma which is homogeneous and in equilibrium in the framework of classical relativistic statistical mechanics as formulated recently by the authors. No external fields are present. The two-particle distribution function of the plasma is calculated for any temperature. This distribution will be physically significant, as long as the creation of pairs can be neglected. Several limits which apply at low or high temperatures are discussed. Comparison with previous work from several authors is made.
I. INTRODUCTION e «ae ' 10 e '~& 10 (2) This is the first in a set of two papers dealing with classical relativistic plasmas in equilibrium. We will start with a few dimensional considerations in order to fix the limits of validity of the calculational framework used in these papers.
We consider a system of particles which may have different charges and masses. For dimensional purposes it is convenient to consider the typical charge e and the smallest mass m. In practice, m and e will be the electron mass and charge. The combination of these two parameters with the universal constants R (Planck constant) and c (speed of light) makes it possible to obtain a single dimensionless number a -=(e2/Rc } which, for the elementary charge, takes 1 the well-known value a =, 37 A homogeneous plasma is characterized by two parameters: the density of particles p and the temperature T (if there are several kinds of particles it is also necessary to state their concentrations).
There are different energies associated with the plasma, namely, (1) energy of the rest mass per particle mc, (2) kinetic energy per particle of order kT, k being the Boltzmann constant, and (3) Coulomb energy of order e2p'~p er particle.
The ratios of these energies give us the two main dimensionless parameters of the plasma: 6-= kT/mc e~= e p /kT .
In what follows we study the ranges of e and e~for which our calculations are valid.
The In the opposite direction, if eq is very small (much less than 0.01) a good approximation should be to assume that each particle interacts with the radiation but not with other particles (except through radiation}. Then the plasma can be studied considering a single particle in a random background radiation, which leads to the relativistic Boltzmann distribution.
A comparison of (2) and (5) shows that a plasma strictly in equilibrium can be studied with our formalism only if @&&1, i.e. , the plasma can be only slightly relativistic.
Actual plasmas do fulfill (2) but do not fulfill (5}. For instance, fusion plasmas with magnetic confinement have e~-10 and a=10 . Nevertheless, our framework can be applied to these plasmas as follows. In a fusion plasma radiation escapes through the walls so that there is no equilibrium, strictly speaking. However, the loss of energy by radiation is an extremely slow process in a dilute plasma. A characteristic time for the process is the ratio between the energy per particle of order kT, and the power emitted. A particle of the plasma has a typical acceleration of order e p /m so that the radiated power per particle is of order e p m c Therefore, the cooling time should be of order t =e e p '~3c (6) which for fusion plasmas is of the order of 10 sec. This macroscopic time is presumably much larger than any relaxation time in a near-equilibrium plasma. This enables us to consider our radiating plasma as nearly in equilibrium at a given time. Then, putting (9) and (10) into (7) for s = 1,2, we obtain
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
Here, for the one-particle distribution function E' "
we have the relativistic Maxwellian distribution
where m & is the mass of the particle labeled 1, V is the volume of the system, and E2 is the modified second-order Bessel function. Equation (13) is the free relativistic Maxwellian distribution except for the constant P' which replaces here the Boltzmann factor P-:1 /kT. According to Kosachev and Trubnikov, P' coincides with P in the nonrelativistic limit, but in general we have P'&P because of the relativistic interaction terms. We shall discuss this point further in a later paper.
Then, in order to get the two-particle generalized distribution function F'2'(1, 2) of the plasma, we must solve the integro-differential equation (12) 
WITHOUT EXTERNAL FIELDS
The calculations of this section are valid, in principle, whatever the temperature of the plasma but, in fact, for a temperature of the order of the equivalent temperature T, of electrons {kT, equal rest mass of the electron) the creation of electronpositron pairs should be considered, which is not done here.
From Eqs. {1}with A = 1,2, respectively, and setting t~t2 ta, VR, --we obtain (see v~. , 2) i . . . , , gi2 i 0=/F2 i . . . , , x-= xi -x2 (15) has been used. Notice that only the time components g,2 and g~, of the four vectors g,q, g2, appear in Eq. 
where G(k, vl, v2 ) is the Fourier transform of G(1,2) -=G(x, vl, v2), i.e. , G{k,vl, v2) 
(19) (20) The linearity of Eq. (19) and the functional form of the inhomogeneous term suggest trying the following "ansatz": 5 G (k, vl, v2}=ele2 gA;(k}G(n, vl, v2}, 
Putting (20) 
where 5(n x) is the Dirac 5 and the integration is over all directions of n, that is, dQ "=sin8 d8 dy.
Finally, for the usual two-body distribution function f' '(1,2) =F' '(1,2)~, , we get, according to (9) and (p'm ) =(e/2Pm )'i~e xp{ - Pm) which, according to Eq. (31), means B(P'm )=1/V(Pm)2, P'm »1 and so, from Eq. (30) 2 a =4uPV ' pea/{Pma) -z, (pm, ) P'ms »1 (41) as will be seen in a future work. Let us remark that one can obtain the above unphysical solution by taking the limit ar~0 in Eq. (39).
In the high-temperature -or ultrarelativisticlimit (which is rather academic, however, as long as pair creation is not considered), it can be seen that both a and a vanish. Then, G(x, vl, vq) as given by Eq. (33) goes to zero with p, and the two-particle distribution function (34) becomes that of a free gas, as it must be in the ultrarelativistic limit.
Finally, the limit r +00 of G(x-, vl, vq) Bel and J. Martin, ibid. 22, 173 (1975) and references therein.
